Why Island Echo?
Island Echo, the Island’s news source, is now
considered the go-to website for Island news
and information, no matter the time of day or
night. Our 24 hour approach to delivering news
has proven popular with readers over the past
6 years. There are no signs of this stopping, as
the business continues to go from strength to
strength.

2012

There is no doubt that the media landscape on the Isle of Wight has shifted in response
to new ideas and approaches brought to the forefront by Island Echo. Our responsive
and eye-catching website stands out from the crowd, balancing accessibility and
responsiveness with the need to deliver advertisements to suit varying purposes.
Our readership is made up of people of all ages and from all backgrounds, making Island
Echo a prime digital platform to advertise your business or event. As well as the strength
of our website, we have one of the largest social followings of any Island news source.
All advertisements display on both desktop and mobile devices, with click through
and impression tracking available as standard. This allows you to easily monitor the
results of your campaign and helps to highlight the great value-for-money advertising
opportunities Island Echo can deliver.

A quick look at August 2018...

150,000 visitors
600,000 sessions
1.1million page views
26,000 Likes

11,200 Followers

Most popular age groups: 45-54 and 25-34

Rates
All rates are priced per month. No VAT applicable.

• Leaderboard - £150
728xx115px - Located in the header at the top of every page on all devices

• MPU - £180

360x300px - Found to the right hand side of the page on desktop / in-line
after the third paragraph on mobile devices

• Double MPU - £225

360x600px - The same as a MPU but double the height with greater impact

• Central Banner - £160
850x150px - Located at the top or bottom of articles (and on the homepage)

Features - £75
Through our advertorial features you can promote your business or event in
greater detail. Features remain on the website indefinitely meaning the content
can be searched, referenced and explored both now and in the future. Using
keywords and backlinks each feature is optimised for the best SEO ranking.
What’s more, features are distributed through our social networks as standard!

• Site Takeover - £400 per week
Obtain maximum exposure for your business or event
through our popular site takeovers, which offer an exclusive
position on both desktop and mobile versions of the website
on ALL pages - this is no homepage takeover!
Takeover advertisements generally run for a period of
1-2 weeks starting on a Monday, but we can work with
you to find the perfect solution to meet your individual
requirements.
Availability is extremely limited with dates now being booked
up to 18 months in advance.

Ad specifications
1 - Leaderboard - 728x115px
2 - MPU - 360x300px
3 - Double MPU - 360x600px
4 - Central Banner - 945x150px
5 - Site Takeover - See below
All advertisements should:
- Be submitted in static/rotating GIF, PNG or JPG
format
- Have the smallest file size possible
- Meet the minimum size requirements outlined
below
- Include a target URL
Please discuss with our sales team for further
information on HTML5/Video/other
Artwork should be sent to sales@islandecho.co.uk
at least 1 working day prior to the live date.
DOUBLE
MPU:
360x600px
(maximum)

SITE TAKEOVER:
Header - 1400x300px
Content Banner - 930x240px
Background - 1920x1080px

MPU:
360x300px

CENTRAL BANNERS:
945x150px
LEADERBOARD: 728x115px

Get in touch
Call: 01983 898288 (Mon-Fri)
Email: sales@islandecho.co.uk
All prices, statistics and other information are correct at time of publication (Sept 2018).
We reserve the right to refuse an advertiser for any reason or alter prices at any time.
Copyright Island Echo 2018.
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